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Abstract—We analyze a friendship and aggression network collected from a group of high school students (8th–12th graders) [1]. We depict social behaviors among the studied subjects by designing a visualization that allows us to answer questions like ‘Do bullying tendencies change among students in grades?’ and ‘How likely is a bullying incident would be reported by the victim, other peers, or the bully?’ A node-link diagram succinctly shows the relationships between individuals. Its layout was designed to reveal both friendship and grade information, while directionally animated edges indicate the type of social relationships between students. Node color indicates each student’s tendency to be a bully or a victim, and size denotes the number of reported bully-related incidents, as an aggressor or a recipient. (Our slideshow is web-based. However, the submission system does not accept HTML files. Please see our slideshow at http://kwonoh.net/bullying)
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